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Abstract. Intuitively, the program size complexity of a binary strhg measures the amount of 
information in the string. Researchers have formalized this notion in a numbet of difIerent ways. 
I-Iere, we demonstrate similarities between some of these formulations. We also investigate in 
some detail the properties of Kolmogorov’s comp18exity measure. 
The concept of program size complexity was (fist studied by Kolmogorov [ 111 and 
Chaitin [2] in 1866. Since that time, a number of different measures of program size 
complexity have been introduced. AI1 measures define the complexity of a finite 
!ength of a shortest program -which prints the string, The measures 
differ in essentially two ways: The first is in th&e programming language used and the 
second is that in some measures the programs are given additional information to 
help print the string. 
Unfortunately, these measures have unique properties. The reasons for this are, 
in general, not well understood and there is disagreement as to which is most 
appropriate to use in different situations. Consequently, we seek a unified theory 
for all the measures. As a step in this dire&ion we compare several complexity 
measures: One section of this paper demonstrates the equivalence of a pair of 
measures and another section shows imilarities between a different pair. ,4 third 
section gives an example of a set with a simple definition in several different 
measures. 
We are also interested in discovering properties off specific measures. The two 
remaining sections discuss the Kolmogorov complexity. In one, we examine how the 
complexity of a string is affected by the complexity of strings which are ‘similar’ to 
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it and the other investigates complexity oscillations which occur in all infinite binary 
sequences. 
The reader should no+ 2that all the sections of this paper are indepe ;Ident. Thus, 
after reading the definitions, the remaining sections may be read in an 9 order. 
efinitions 
Unless stated otherwise, variables denote either natural numbers or (finite) binary 
strings. Numbers and strings beginning with 1 are used interchangeably, making use 
of the usual binary representation of numbers. The variables x and y denote infinite 
binary sequences. We use f and g for functions on numbers or strings 2nd P, Q and 
R to denote programs. 
The first pt bits of x are w&ten as xn, x(n) is the nth bit of x an l(s) is the length 
of s. Card(A) is &:he number of 4ements in the set A and s*t indicates the catenation 
of s and c). We frequently write xn to denote an arbitrary finite swing of length n. 
The quantifier kdoo means ‘for all but a finite number’ and 3” means ‘there exists 
infinite!y many’. {x: . l 8 } denotes the set of x such that. . . is true and [m, n] = 
1 i: m GiQz}. 
We define the function S(f) as ‘first doutIle each bit of 5 and then complement he 
last bit’. Far example, S(Ol1) = 001110. S will be used to encode numbers in such 
a w8ay that we can determine where the encoding ends without looking past its last 
bit. Strings with this property are called self-delimiting. Note that Z#(n)) = 21(n). 
This paper discusses anumber of different measures of program size complexity. 
We recommend reading papers by Daley [6], Gerwitz [8] and Loveland [ 133 for 
more detailed information, The first measure *Je examine was introduced by 
Kol mogorov [ 111. 
Defhition 2.1. A programming language, A, a partial recursive function in numbers 
or finite strings. 
Intuitively, we think of programming languages as mappings from programs to 
their outputs. 
ef hi 2.2” i is an A program for s iff A(i) = S. 
9e .3. (Absolute complexity of x”) 
(x”) = minimum{l(i): A(i) = x n}. 
So given a language A, the absolute complexity of a string xn is t 
shortest program for xn. 
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. U is a optimal prgrammirzg language iff 
(V programming language -4 r(3c)(Vs)[&(s) s KA(sj + c] 
Thus, optimal programming languages have the propety that for any programming 
language, there is a constaxi? c such that the complexity of a string iz: the optimal 
programming language never exceeds its complexity in the given language by more 
than c. We fix a particular optimal programming language, U, which we define as 
follows: Let M be some acceptable Giidel numbering [M] of the partial recursive 
functions, then U( 1’ ‘-lr O^t) is defined a:s ‘simulate Mk on input t’. It is not hard to 
show that U is optimal. Throughout this paper, we only comider program size 
complexities relative to U. Accordingly, we say K(s) and ‘program’ ;a mean KU(s) 
and ‘U program’. Note that all programs begin with 1 and thus can a1sc be referred 
to as natural numbers. 
A program is thus a description of an algorithm followed by a single string which 
is read by the algorithm. It will be convenient to use a standard notation for 
representing programs and encoding their arguments. We illustrate our notation by 
means of an example. 
P(s, t, u) = “ If Z(s) > Z(t) then output CU. Otherwise output t*u.” 
This is a description of an algorithm which expects to find its three arguments 
encoded in the string. We cannot simply catenate the arguments ince P will not be 
able to determine where one ends and the next begins. Accordingly, we represent 
the arguments by making all but the last self-delimiting, so for any strings s, t and 
u, a program for P(s, t, u) is l’AO*S(s)*S(tjA~ where Mi-1 describes the algorithm 
P. We call the string I’“0 an index of P and use l(P) to refer to the length of the 
indexofP,soI(P)=i+l. 
Tt has been found useful to study programs which are given, as. a separate input, 
the length of the desired output, where no charge is made for the length of this 
second input. 
Definitfan 2.5. (Conditional complexity of x n, 
K&‘ln) = minimum{E(r):A(i, n) =x”). 
Another variant of Kolmogorov’s complexity was introduced by Loveland 1131. 
The intent of this measure is to ensure that the only information provided to the 
program which computes J? is the length of xn. 
@fin&ion 2.6. (Uniform complexity of x” j 
KA(xn; n) = minimum{l(i): (Vk s n)[A(i, k) = x’]}. 
In analogy with the absolute complex ty, one can define optimal programming 
languages for both the conditional and uniform complexity. We use the same 
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standard notation for writing programs in these languages except hat P(s, t, u 1 n) 
indicates a program where the variable n is the second input which indicates the 
lenjgth of the desired output. 
It is easy to see that some strings are output by programs which are much shorter 
that the strings themselves. However, most strings are patternless 2nd need a 
pralgram of nearly the same length as the string. To quantify the lattt r notion, we 
define. 
tion 2.7. For ~11 r,Pnmbers c, 
s is c-randum iR K(s) 2 l(s) -cc. 
Researchers have also defined and studied random infinite binary sequences: 
nition %.% .x is K-random iff (3c)(3”n)[K(xn) a n - c]. 
The K indicates that the ra,ldomness is with lzspect o the Kslmcigorov com- 
plexity. Martin-L6f [14] has shown that the set of K-random sequences i of 
measure 1. 
We also consider a different program size complexity measure, proposed by 
Chaitin [3]. 
Definition 2.9, A self”delimiting programming language A is a programming 
language with the property that if A(s) is defined, then for all prefixes C’ of s, A(t) is 
not defined. 
Chaitin’s measure considers only seif-delimiting programming languages. Again, 
there is an optimal self-delimiting programming language U. We define the Chaitin 
compkxity, I’i(sj, as the length of a shortest program in this language for s. 
Chaitir: has shown that the self-delimiting programming languages are exactly the 
languages accepted by programs which never ead past he end of their input. With 
the Kolmogorov complexity, we tacitly assumed that the inputs to programs are 
surrounded by blan+s and that we are free to read these blanks to determine the 
length of tb~ input. 
We use the same standard notation as before to represent self-delimiting pro- 
grams. In our standard representation f program arguments, all but the last is 
already self-delimiting. Therefore, the only additional constraint we need is that the 
procedure never reads past the end of its last input argument. In our procedure 
descriptions, we always indicate how many bits of the argument are to be read. 
In [3], the conditional Chaitin complexity, H(x” 1 n), is defined as the length of a 
shortest self-d-h- z&0 \c h~3ng program in some 0 timal programming language which, 
r hen Lgiven a shortest self-delimiting progra for n as a second inplrt, outputs xn. 
We also use a variant of the conditional Chaitin complexity. We define fi(x” 1 n) just 
as we did for K (x n 1 n j, SO (x ’ 1 n) is the length of a shortest self-delimiting program 
in some optimal programming language whichL, when given it as a second input, 
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outputs X? Note that it makes no difference whether or not the second 
required to be self-delimiting because no charge is made for its length. 
inplvt is 
3. e co aph 
In an effort to understand the Kolmogorov complexity, we investigate how the 
complexity of a string is determine by the complexities of ‘similar” strings. To 
simplify our study, we consider only strings which are the binary representation of 
some number and say that two strings are similar when they represent approximately 
equal numbers. The complexity gr@z is defined as the graph of the natural numbers 
vs the complexities of their binary representations. Our study will thus involve loGa 
properties of the graph. 
We begin with a number of easy facts to acquaint he reader with the shape of the 
graph. The first theorem indicates that one can sa.y little about its exact shape. 
Theorem 3.1. (One can compute the position of the graph at only a finite number of 
points) 
~(3 infinite recursive A)(3 rprursive f) (Vn E A)[ f (n) = K(n)]. 
Proof. Similar to Blum’s [1] proof that the set of shortest programs has no infmite 
recursively enumerable subset. 
Nevertheless, the following theorems do give some general information about its 
shape. 
Theorem 3.2. (The graph is bounded above by 1 (II)) 
(3c)(Vn)[K(n) S l(n) + c]. 
Pmof. We can write a program with it in a table. 
‘X”llaeorenr 3.3. (The graph is bounded below by a non-decreasing unbounded function) 
(3 non-decreasing unbounded f )(Vn )[K’(n ) 2 f (n )]. 
Proof. There are only a fini k num!Jer of programs of each length. 
Theorem 3.4. (The graph falls below every, unbounded avecursiv+z function infiniteJ4r 
often) 
(V’ unbounded recursive f)(3% )[K (n ) s f (n )]. 
. See Rado [HJ. 
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3.5. (The graph is nearly continuous) 
(3c)Wn)[lK(n)-K(n +I.)] SC]. 
oof. Given a program for n, one can construct another program which simulates 
it and adds (or subtracts) 1 to its output. 
eofem 3.6. (Given cn? pL+tt, there is always a low complexity point nearby) 
(~c)Ofn(3i&z, n+&])[K(i)&l(i)+c]. 
Proof. We obtain i by changing all the bits in the right half of n to 1. 
Theorem 3*7. (Given any point, there is always a high complexity pomt nearby) 
(&)(Vrr)@i E [n, n + &])[K(i) 2 $1(i) -cl. 
Proof. We obtain i by changing all the bits of the right half of K to some O-random 
string of length $2(i). If i en, then add 2 “u)‘~ to i. 
Theorem 3.8. (Most points have complexity near l(n)) 
(Vn 9 k)[card{i : i s n & K(i) a I(i) - k} 3 n (1 - f”)]. 
Proof. There are only 2’ pro;!rams of length at most j. 
Theorem 3.9. (For each c, there is some n such that there are never n consecutive 
c-random numbers) 
(Vc)@n)(Vk)(3m E[k, k+n])[K(m)Gl(m)-c]. 
Proof. Consider numbers of the form i l 2’. Note that (3d)[K(i 0 2’) s Ii1 +2ljl +d] 
so (Vc j(3 j)(Vi)[K(i l 2’) S Ii l 2’1 -cl. 
Theorem 3.10. (For each n, there is some c such that, infinitely often, there are n 
consecutive c-random numbers) 
(Vn(Zlc)(a”k)(VmE[k, k+n])[K(m)~l(m)-c]. 
roof. Uses tkh fact that (3c)(Vn)[ IK(n) - K(n + 1) I G c] and the fact that there 
are infinitely many l-random numbers. 
Theorem 3.4 shows that, infinitely often, the graph contains very low points. There 
is reason to believe that the shape of the graph would be similar at many of these 
points. To formalize this notion, we make precise the notion of a shape. 
. A shape is a function from t e integers (both positive and negative) 
to th.e integers. 
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oa 2. n shape f matches the graph at j with a span qf c iff 
(Vn E[j-cC, j+c])[K(n)=K(j)+f(n -j)]. 
Note that any matching shape f must have f (0) = 0. Intuitively, the shapt’; i.s an 
infinite template which is translated over the graph. We align the ‘center’ of the 
shape (i.e. f(0)) with the point of interest on the graph and Iconsider how far it 
matches the graph in each direction. We wish to investigate shapes which can be 
made to match arbitrarily far in each direction. 
Definition 3.13. A shape f is recurrent iff 
(Vc)(3j)cf matches the graph at j with a span of c]. 
Theorem 3.14* ‘Fhere is a recurrent shape. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.5, we see that for any c there are only a finite number of 
possibilities for shapes restricted to [ - c, c]. Thus, we can apply the Infinity Lemma 
[12] to construct a recurrent shape. 
Having shown that recurrent shapes exist, we now discuss them in more detail. 
We first show that there is some constant c such that the graph never has flat spots 
of length greater than c. In other wordli, we show that the everywhere C function is 
not a recurrent shape Then, we generalize this fact to show that no recurrent shape 
is recursive. 
Definition 3.15. A (c, &run is a set of c consecutive numbers, each of which is 
output by some program of length n. 
Theorem 3.16. (The graph has no long flat spots) 
i(Vc)@n)(Wm E [n, n +c])[K(n) = K(m)]. 
Proof. We show that for sufficiently large c and for all n, each (c, n)-run contains 
a number of complexity less than n, which proves the theorem. We make use of the 
following procedure which enumerates (2”, n)-runs: 
P(c, n) = “Simultaneously simulate all programs of length n. Whenever 2’ 
consecutive numbers are output by these programs, none of 
which are contained in previously enumerated runs, enumerate 
this run of numbers.” 
Since the runs enumerated by P(c, n) are disjoint, no more than 2’“-’ runs are 
enumerated. Since all (2’, n)-runs intersect at least one run enumerated by P(c, n), 
we can specify some number (i.e., the i!ltersection point) in each (2’, n)-run by 
naming the intersecting run enumerated by P and indicating whether the two runs 
intersect at the beginning or end of the run enumerated by P. 
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Consider thie procedure: 
Qk n, b, 4 = “Simulate P(c, n) until it enumerates r runs. If b = 0 then 
outp Gt the smallest number of the rth run, oth srwise output 
the largest.” 
By the preceding remarks, it should be clear that for .every (2”, n)+un, there are 
values of t and b such that Q(c, n, b, t) outputs a number in the run. We next show 
that, for sufficiently large c, the program Q(c, n, b, r) is represented ix, fewer than n 
bits, demonstrating that the program of length n for this number is not minimal, 
proving the theorem. 
Since r =Z 2”-” and b s 1, the straightforward way to represent he arguments takes 
21 (c) + 21(n) + 2 + n - c bits. Unfortunately, this value exceeds n for al! c and almost 
all n. Instead of including n as an argument, we extend r on the leit with zeros to 
make its length exactly it -c bits. Q can easily reconstruct n from this argument 
because it knows the value of c. So, P’s arguments are represented in fewer than 
21(c) + 2 + n -- c bits. For sufficiently large c, this dithers from n by more than f(p), 
s:k) the program P(c, n, b, r) requires fewe:- than n bits. 
IBefMion 3-17. s3;: - the (lexicographically first) shortest program for s. 
Theorem 3.113. (No recurren f shape is recursive ) 
(V recursive f’)(lk)(Wn)(%n S c)[K in + m) + K(n) + f (m)]. 
Proof. Case (j): (3c)(vn)r 1 f(n) 1 _-, s c]. This proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.16. 
However, instead of considering programs of length n, we exam& all programs 
with lengths between n and n + 2c. 
Case (ii): (Vc)(3n)[ f (n) 2 c]. We first present a proof making use of the recursion 
theorem [17],, Informally, the recursion theorem says that we may include as the 
first statement in a procedure: “find the index i of this procedure”. This has the 
effect of placing the index of the procedure in i, so it can be used later in the 
computation. 
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose a recursive recurrent shape f exists. Then 
consider the followiqg procedure: 
P(s) = “Find the index i of this procedure, and let d be the smallest number 
saiisfying f(d) > Z(i). Simulate Lr(,). If it halts then output U(s) + 
CL” 
g P, we see that for every number n, the program P(n*) outputs n + d and is of 
length strictly less than I(n *) + f (d). Thus, f does not match the graph at n for d bits 
st any n, so f is not recurrer& a zrtradiction. 
For those readers unfamiliar wLth the recursion theorem, we indicate how to 
modify the proof to eliminate its use. Consider the procedure 
(j, s) = “ et d be the smallest number satisfying f(d) 2 j. Simulate U(s). 
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Since we represent j in Z(j) bits, consider a j with j > r(Q) +21(j). The contra&:- 
tion is now obtained with Q( j, n*) for each number n. 
Case (iii): (Vc)@n)[ f (n) S -cl. This proof is similar to that of case iii), elre WI:: 
consider 
P(s) = “Find the index i of this procedure, and let B be the smallest number 
satisfying f (d) c l(i). Simulate U(s). If it halts then output U(s) - d.” 
NOW we see that for every nunber n, the length of a shortest program for n -t d is 
less than f(d) bits shorter than rhat for n. This is because P((n <d)*) outputs I,! and 
is fewer than f(d) bits longer than (yt + d)*. Thus, f does not match the graph1 at JT 
for d bits at any n, so f is n6 recurrent, acontradiction. 
4. The equivalence of AC” (s) and K”(s) 
Here, we consider two complexity measures introduced by Chaitin [SJ. The first 
makes use of oraclq programs [17]. These are programs which have access to an 
oracle, a hypothetical device which can decide membership nsome set. ‘!Xe use; U” 
to refer to an optimal programming language where the programs have access to an 
oracle deciding membership nthe set A. Programs for U* are called A-programs. 
We define KA(s) as the length of a shortest A-program to output s: 
Definition 4.1. K*(s) = minimum{&p): v^$) = S). 
It can be shown that for cl11 non-recurs*-* Y . e cts A there are strings where K*(s j 
is much smaller than K(s). 
Before introducing the second measure, we generalize the conditional complexity 
measure as follows: 
Definition 4.2. K(slt) = minimum{l(p): Utg, t) = s}. 
K(s 1 t) is the conditional complexity of s given tand equals the length of a shortest 
program, given input t, which outputs . It is easy to see that for most s there are 
some t where K(s 1 t) is much smaller than K(s); for example choose t = s, in fact 
@c)(Vx)@“y)[K(~ 1 y) s c]. Kamae [9] has shown that there are strings, J, where 
all but a finite number of strings t result in K (s 1 t) being much less than K(s). To 
explore this phenomenon we define, 
DefinStton 4.3. K”(s) = minimum{v: (V”Oy )[K(x 1 y) s ~1)~. 
This definition is equivalent to: 
K”(s) = maximum{w : (3”y)[K (X 1 y ) = w]}. 
TO clarify this definition; we give some examples. If U(s, 0) = 00, U(s, 1) = 01 and 
U(s, 2) = ?Y(s, 3) = l ’ * = 10, we indicate this by 
U(s,*)=0001101010... 
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It is easy to see that K”(10) c Z(S). As a second example, consider: 
u(t,*)=0000111011101110.... 
In this case R. “(10) s maximum{l(s), l(t)} and similarkq K”( 11) s 
maximum{1 (s), l(t))- 
Given a set A, we use A’ to refer to {p : UA( p) is defined}. We refer to the empty 
set as 8, and thus jib’ = ip: U’( p) is defined} wlhich is recursively equivalent to 
(p: V(p) is defined}. 
Chaitin has shown that K” and K” arc2 related in that, within additive constants, 
P(a) S IP (s) S 2 l K”(s). 
We strengthen this result to show the equi \*alence of Km(s) and Kpr (s); that is, within 
an additive constant, K”(s) = K’ (s). Note that this result is analogous to the Limit 
kmma [18] which demonstrates the equivalence of computation in the limit and 
+:omputation with an oracle for the halting problem. The remainder of this section 
is devoted to lproving this result. 
The notation we now use differs from that of other sections of this paper in that 
we use 4 to r#:,fer to partial recursive functions from numbers to strings. 
Definition 4.4. 4 i--omputes s in the limit iff (V”i)[+ (i) =: s]. 
Definition 4.5. (b 1, . . . b & compute ~1, . . . , s& in the limit iff 
(Wj a: k)(V?)(3 r”b2 6 n)[&(i) = Si]. 
Definition 4.6,. 41, . . . , & separately compute ~1, . . . , s& in the limit iff 
(Vj 6: k)(3m S n)(W)[&(i) = si]- 
Definition 4.X 41, . . . , qSn compute sl, . . . , s& starting at r iff 
Wj G: k)(Wi a r)(3m G n)[&,(i) = si]. 
Lemma 4&. F”F ~ii numbe:s n : C&en a set of n partial recursive functions which 
compute s1, . . . , s& in the limit9 0~ . c ‘am effectively find a set of n functions which 
separately compu:e s1, . . . , s& in the limit. 
Proof. We call the algorithmic device which receives as input IZ functions computing 
Sl , . . . ,.s& in t!he limit and which generates n functions which separately compute 
, e . . , sk in the limit an n-separator A function is presented to (or generated by) the 
Lvke as a seqluence of ordered e input functions are referred to as 
INI, . . . , IN, rand the output fnnqtions as OUTl, . . . , OUT,. We use 5 to refer to 
the Set of k Stl:ingS, ~‘1, . . . , &, 
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The proof is by induction on n. For y1 = 1, the ljroof is trivial. Suppose, by the 
induction hypothesis, that a (n - 1).seoarator exists. Then, we corMruct an 12 - 
separator from the (n - l)-separator and an n-reducer which we now describe. The 
diagram in Fig. 1 indicates how the components are connected. 
OUT, 
OIJT, 
OO’T,,., 
oq 
Fig. 1. 
As the diagram indicates, the rt -reducer examines the functions INi, . . . t IN, and 
generates the functions IN;, . . . , INi-1 and OUT,,. The n-reducer is constructed so 
that either IN;, . . . ) IN;-1 compute all of S in the limit or OUT,, computes ome 
element of*S in the limit and IN;, . . . , IN;-r compute the remainder of S in the 
limit. Note that if S has n eizments, then the latter condition must hold. 
At the outset, ik values of IN;, . . . , IN;-1 and OUT, cn all inputs are undefined. 
There is a variable GUESS in the n-reducer which indicates a guess as to the value 
of some element of S. GUESS is initially set to some string, say 0. Its value may 
change, possibly infinitely often, during the computation. We say that GUESS 
converges to u iff some time, GUESS always equals u and that GUESS difzrge,r iff 
it does not converge. 
We first describe how IN:, . . . , IN&.1 are computed. Whenever some input pair, 
say (j, INi(j is received; the 12 -reducer first checks whether INi = GUESS If 
they are the same, it does nothing. Otherwise, it sets INk(j) to the value of INi( 
where m is the smallest number such that INk( j) has not yet been defined. In the 
case that ptt does not exist because all of IN;(j), . . . , UNL_l(j) have already been 
defined, the n -reducer instead sets GUESS to INi( 
The n-reducer computes O*UT, by repeatedly sampling the value of GUESS via 
an internal clock. At the tth clock tick, it sets OUT, (t) to the value of GUESS. Note 
that if GUESS changes only a finite number of times, then O’ST, computes the value 
of GUESS in the limit. 
This completes the description of the ~~reciucer. ?Ve now show that the n- 
separator performs the desired transformation. 
Case (i): Card S = n. Suppose that INI, . . . , IN,, compute S starting at P. 
there is a time t aBer which none of IN*, . . . , II?T, converge on inputs less than r. 
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After time t, there will be a time when INI( . . . , IN,(j) all converge for some j a r. 
At this point GUESS is guaranteed tobe set to some element s of S and will never 
change again. Furthermore, from that time on, IN’I, . L . , INL will c<lmpute S -{s} 
because if, on some input i, any of INI,. . l ) IN, converge to an elea-ent of S -(s}, 
then one of IN;(i), . . . ,, INi_1(1’) is set to that element. 
Case (ii): Card S< n and GUESS converges to some s E S. Suppose GUESS 
converges at time b. Then, from that time on, IN;, * . . , IN:-1 will compute Sn(s). 
Case (iii): Card S d: FZ and GUESS converges io some sti S. After GUESS 
converges, IN!, . . , , IN;.-1 compute S. 
Case (iv): Card S < JZ and GUESS diverges. Suppose that INI,. . . IN, compute 
S’ starting st r and t is a time after which none of INi, . . . , IN, converge on any input 
less than P. If GUESS ever equals any element of S after time t, the.1 the value of 
GUESS would never change again, so case (ii) applies. Therefore, we assume that 
GUESS never equals any element of S after time t‘. Consequently IN!, . . . , IN; -1 
computes S in the limit. 
We have shown that in each case, all functions computed by I&, . . . , IN, in the 
Limit are either computed in the limit by OUT,, or by IN:,. . . , IN;.+ By the 
induction hypothesis, we see that each function computed in the limit by 
IN;, . . . ; IN;-1 is separately computed in the limit by OI_JTl, . *. , OUT,+ 
Lelnmra 4.9. Given 
effectively find an d) 
a partial recursive function which compute3 s in the Kmit, one can 
‘-program which outputs s. 
Prnoof. Suppose that 4 computes s in the limit. We use the following V-program to 
co:impute s : 
P 
, = “ For each number n, use the oracle to check whether or not d(n) is 
defineid. If it is, use the oracle to test whether or not the program ‘Halt 
if there is ,an m > 4 with b(m) # 4(n).’ loops. If ,it does, then output 
4(n), otherwise go on to the next n.” : 
OPO 0. F’r ~nl! m.mbers n : Given a set of n partial recutkive functions which 
separately compute SI 9 a . . ,sk ih the limit, One ma effectively find a set of n 
@-prOgrmns w&h m@Wsl,.. . 9 Sk. I 
. .For each of the R,. functions, use the above le:qma to find an V-program. 
, Suppose M”(s) ;=: j This ii3 lies that the 2”*l programs of length not 
than j compute s in the it, Lemma 4.8 prograds which 
separately comput s i d limit. Corollar tively gives 2”’ 
&programs, one of which, say t!ie Lth, gene we can represent both 
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j and k l.vith j i- 2 bits, then it follows that K”l (s) s K”(s) + c. Since k c 2’+l, it is 
clear that l(k) G j c 2. Consider the string obtained by extending k to the left with 
zeros until its length is j i-2. Clearly we can decode both k and j from this string 
and its length is j + 2. 
Proof. Use the program 
P(slt) = “Define A ={p: U(p) halts in f(t) steps}. Note that A is recursive. 
Simulate U*(s).” 
corouary 4.13. (3c)(Vs)[lK”(s) -K@ 6) I s cl* 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 4.11 and 4.12. 
So, we have shown that K”(s) and K’(s) are, within an additive constant, the 
same measure. This result easily generalizes to the following:: 
Definition 4.14. KASwf \s) = minimuiirl;v : (V”y )[K*(x 1y) s 211). 
m 4.15. (VA)@c)(Vs)[ 1 K*W -KA’W I s ~1~ 
Finally, we no+p an open problem posed by Chaitin. It is easy to define H* (s) and 
E?“(s) in analogy with K’ :s) and K”(s) by considering only self -delimiting pro- 
grams. Is Corollary 4.13 still true using these self-delimiting measures? 
5. Pararecursive sequences 
The set of recursive sequences has simple characterizations ustng each of the 
variants of the Kolmogorov complexity. 
Theorem 5.1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) x is recursive, 
(ii) @c)(Vn)[K ix ’ j S= i(n) + c], 
(iii) (3c)(Vn)[K (x n ; n ) s c], 
(iv) (3cj(Vn)[K(xn Injsc]. 
Proof, See Chaitin [4], Loveland [ 131. 
e now investigate a set with a very similar charscterization. 
and characterizes the pararecursive seqluences. 
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rem 5.2. The foiro wing are equivalent l 
(i) (3c)@“n)[K(x”) :d 202) -4, 
(iij (3c)(3”n)[K(xn ; n) s Nd +Cl, 
(iii) (3c)(3”n)[K(x” 1 irz) 5 c]. 
roof. (ij + (ii): Follows from 
(3c)(Vx, r)[K(xn; n)aK(x”)+c]. 
(iii) + (i): Follows from 
(3c)(Vx, n)[K:x”)~2g KWln)+W +cl* 
(ii) + (iii): Throughout this proof, U denotes the optimal programming language 
for the unif~~rm complexity and c is the constant in (ii). Since (iii) is clearly satisfied 
by all recursive X, we only consider the case in which x is not recursive. In thiscase, 
a program for the uniform complexity can generate only a finite portion of x [13], 
~ti that, for anv length k, all but a finite number of initial segments of x have a shortest 
program of lehgth greater than k. 
Let n be thie length of any inifial segment of x with K(x” ; n) E [c + 1, b(n) + c]. 
This means that there is a program t with length between c + 1 and f(n) f c such that 
(Vm s n)[ LJ(t, m) = x”]. Split t into two strings, v and w such that t = vaw and 
Z(w) = c + 1. Since all U programs begin with 1, we may consider v to be a number. 
Thus v G n and U(v^w, v) = xv. 
We now e:;;amine the conditional complexity of x “. Consider the program: 
P(wlv)= “Sirmulate U(v*w, v).” 
Because Z(w) = c + 1 and no charge i\s made for the length of v, P( w 1 v) describes a 
program of length I(P) + c + 1 which generates xv. Since there are an infinite number 
of n with K(x” ; n) s Z(n) + c and only a finite number of these initial segments xr 
can be generated by any particular program, we can find an infinite number of v 
withK(x”~v)~l(P)+c+l. 
It may be of interest to point out that we could not have proven the last case by 
showing 
(Vc)(3d)(Vn)[K(x n ; n)&(n)+c+K(x”(n)~d] 
because Mi statement is not true for all X. 
Nott: that the characterizations of the two sets of sequences differ on the uniform 
lexity. By analogy, one might expect 
to define the pararecursive sequences. owever, Lovekiand [ 131 has shown that this 
is yet another characterization of the recursive sequences. 
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Daley [7] has shown that both the recursively enumerable and the retraceable 
sequences are pararecursive. It is also known that the pararecursive sequences are 
an uncountable set [ 131 and no pararecursive sequence is K -rand.om [141. Neverthe- 
less, there are yararecursive sequences which come very close tlo being random. 
Theorem 5.3. For any unbounded function f: 
(3 pararecursioe x)(3”n)[K (x n 1 n ) 2 n -f(n)]. 
Proof. We use Loveland’s [ 13) n -strings. For each n, the n -string is defined as n 
followed by enough zeros tc make the length of the entire string n. For example, 
the 5-string is 10100. Because there is a program which on input n, outputs the 
n-string, there is a constant c such that all n-strings have conditional complexity 
less than c. 
We make use of two easy facts to construct X. The first is that every string has an 
extension which is an n-string. The second is that, by catenating O-random strings 
to any string s of length c, we can get arbitrarily long c-random extensions of s. To 
construct X, we start with the empty string. Then, we alternately extend the string 
to an n-string, which causes x to have an initial segment of complexity less than c 
and extend it with a sufficiently long O-random string to cause K(x”) 3 n -f(n). By 
continuing in this manner, we construct a sequence x with the desired properties. 
6. Long complexity osciUstic/~~ 
It is easy to show there are c-random strings of every length. In fact, if e is chosen 
sufficiently large, then ‘most’ strings are c-random. Knowing this might lead one to 
conclude that for some: c there are infinite sequences all of whose finite initial 
segments are c-random. Martin-Lof has shiown this not to be the case 114, lo]. This 
means that every infinite sequence has some initial segments which have short 
programs, even if the sequence is K-random. Though this may seem surprising at 
first, it is rendered less mysterious by noti:ng th*at K-random sequences mllst have 
arbitrarily long runs of 0’s. If one chooses a finite initial segment ending with such 
a long run, it will be encodable with a short: program deespite the randomness of the 
infinite sequence from which it was chosen. Stating this in more formal terms, given 
any infinite sequence X, there are infinitely many initial segments, x”‘, whose 
complexities drop arbitrarily far below m. Martin-L6f Mls these drops compkxity 
oscillations. 
In this section we present another surprising result concerning complexity oscilla- 
tions. Informally speaking we say the length of a complexity oscillation in an infinite 
sequence is the number of consecutive initial segments whose complexities are low. 
It is easy to see that we can find arbitrarily long oscillations if we go far enough out; 
a sufficiently long run of O’s will do. The queistion is: ar’e we guaranteeLi to find long 
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oscillations relatively near the beginning of the sequences? Or equivalently: If an 
infinite sequence x has a complexity oscillation of length m between x(m) and x (2m) 
for infinitely many m, does this mean x is not K-random? After all, if x were 0 from 
x(m) to x(2m) for insinitely many m then clearly x could not be r:..ndom. Yet, we 
show that all sequences have long oscillations near the beginning. 
Theorem &I. For any infinite sequence n: 
(Vc)@%)(Vn E[m, 2m])[K(x”ln)Sn -c] 
roof. The idea be.!hind the proof is fairly simple. Given X, we recursively select 
from it a alery sparse infinite subsequence y. We know that jr h;~ar; complexity 
oscillations. The original sequence n inherits these oscillations and they now become 
the desired long oscillations due to the sparseness in our choice o? y. We present 
this argument in greater detail. 
Choose a recursive function .f which grows ufficiently fast that f(m -t 1) > 2f(m). 
For example, we could let f(m) = 3”. We use f to split x mto two subsequences, y 
and z where y ==x(f(i))^x(f(2))^. . . , and z contains the bits af x which were ncrt 
placed into y. 
Suppose K(Y’~ 1 m) = m -cc. Let p be a program of length m -c for ym. For each 
n E [f(m), 2f( 2~4 31 we demonstrate a program of length n -c + d for $’ where d is 
independem ofc and JZ. 
Q(s!n)= “From n calculate m = card{i: f(i) s n}. The argument, s, is 
talken to be the catenation of p and zn-“’ As the values of n 
and m are known, it is simple to determine where to split s in 
order to retrieve p and z n-m. Fro;m p we can compute y “’ and 
from y m and znwm we compute xi?” 
Let d = Z(Q). I#ecause no charge is made for the length of input n, the length of 
Q(sln) is l(s)+d =l(pz”-” )+d=m-c+n-m+d-=n-c+d. This implies that 
K(x” 1 m) s n 0-c +d for every g E [f(m), 2f(m)]. As we can choose m to make c 
arbitrarily large [14, 101 the theorem is proved. 
t should be noted tlhat he theorem holds for the absolute complexity as well as 
the conditional complexity. Infact, a more general result is true whereby an arbitrary 
recursive furrctiorr g(m) is substituted for 2m in the statement of the theorem. The 
proof is virtually the same. The question of whether an arbitrary (non-recursive) 
function can oe substituted for 2m is open. 
This section explores ome similarities between the conditional Chaitin com- 
e (x” 1 n) arrd the conditional lmiagorov complexity, (X”ln).J&Jedonot 
ther all our results hold usi 
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We first prove a theorem which indic:ltes why these two measures are closely 
related. The basic idea is that if we can fin id a recursive function which bounds the 
Kolmogorov complexity of a string, then :ve can use the function to help construct 
a short self-delimiting program for that st king. 
Theorem ‘7.1. R3r any recursive function J’: 
(3c)(Vx,n)[K(x”In)Gf(n) --*r G(x~ln)~f(n)+c]. 
Proof. Consider the following procedure describing a conditional self-delimiting 
program: 
P(d,sln)= “Interpret the first f(n) --d bits of s as a description of a 
Molmogorov program anld simulate it.” 
Let p be a program for xn with length not greater than f(n) and let k = f(n) - l(p). 
Then P(k, pin) is a program for x of length Z(k) + f(n) - k -t Z(P). Since A? was 
chosen arbitrarily and 21(k) - k + Z(P) is lalwzys less than some constant @, ihe 
theorem immediately follows. 
We now indicate an easy fact which shows that K(x” 1 n) is bounded, within a 
constant, by J?(xn 1 n). 
Theorem 7.2. (3c)(Vx, n)[K(xn In) d(x” In) +c]. 
Proof. Obvious. 
From these theorems we derive a number of corollaries which relate the two 
measures. 
Corollary 7.3. For any recursive function f tend sequence x: 
(3c)(3”n)[~(xnln)~f(n)+c]~(3c)l(3mn)[M(x”Iry)sf(n)+c] 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 7.1 a13d 7.2. 
As another easy corollary we 
K(x” 1 n). 
Corollary 7.4. There is no string 
c)lemonstr.8ate  similarity between &xn 1 n) md 
x satisfy&g 
(3c)(Vn)[&x” Ipt)an -c] \ 
Proof. If it is known that (Z~~)(VX)(E~%)[K(X’“~PZ) G n -f(n) +c][N 101. TINS by 
Corollary 7.3, 
“n)[lf(x”]n~ S Lc -Z(9) +C]. 
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Another relationship between the measures is: 
Corollary 7.5. FOP aray recursive functio vt f and sequence x : 
roof. 
W: 
(+): Immediate from Theorem 7.2. 
We prove tne contrapositive: 
(V~)(V~w)[K(x”In)~f(n)-tc]~~c)(V~n)[~(x~In)cf(n)+c]. ’ 
Consider the procedure described in Theorem 7.1. It shows that if K (x” 1 n) G 
f(n) - c, then @A-” In) s f (n) -t 22(c) - c + E(P). Consequently, as c ~.ows arbitrariJy 
large, so does the difference between Ei(x” I n) and f(n), proving the theorem. 
We next s-how that the K-random sequences can be characterized using the 
conditional Chaitin complexity. 
Corollary 7.6. For all sequences x: 
(3c)(3”n)[fi(xn In) 2 n -c]*(3c)(3”n)[K(xn)n)an-c]. 
Proof. Use f(n) = n in Corollary 7.5. 
We finally show that the two measures are closely related in that for any sequence, 
the two measures nearly agree on an infinite number of initial segments of the 
sequence. 
Theorem 7.7 (3c)(V.~j(T’n)[@(xn~n)- K(x”ln>l G cl* 
rProof. One direction follows immediately from Theorem 7.2. TO show that (3~) 
(Vxji(3”n)[&c” I n) 6 K (x” 1 n) -t c], we find a recursive function f satisfying 
(3d)(‘dx)(3”n)[jK(xnIn)-f(n)) Ed]. 
Using this function, the result follows immediately from Corollary 7.3. 
It remains to show that f exists. Let b be a constant such that (Vx, n) 
K(x”ln+z+b]. Consider 
1 
0 if n = 0, 
f(n>= f(n--1)-l iff(n-l)#O, 
n-l-b if f(n -l)=O. 
Since (Vx, n)!l&C(x” In) ~n+b] and (3d)(Vx)[IK(x”(n)-K(x”+‘In+P)( ed], it is 
easy to see tha,t (Vx)@“n)[ f (xnIn)-f(n)lsd]. 
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We are deeply indebted to Manuel Blum for his 
notion of the complexity graph and the key ideas in 
in discussions with him. 
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